CONTEXT PLAN

Area for new improvements: picnic shelter and playground

Existing Veteran’s memorial to remain
SITE PLAN

ZONE 1: AGE GROUP 5-12 YEARS
- Cable Ride
- Tight Rope
- Double Slide
- Swings
- Net Climbing
- Climbers/Horizontal Ladder

ZONE 2: AGE GROUP 2-5 YEARS
- Mushrooms
- Springers
- Nest Structure Village
- Sand Area (sand tables, sand sieve, scoopers)

ZONE 3: NATURE-BASED PLAY YARD
- Willow Arbors
- Log Circuit
- Log Climber
- Log Run
- Musical Walk
- Mound
- Bridge
- Log Steppers
- Stepping Stone Path
- Rain Garden
- Performance Mound w/ Platform & Boulder Seating

Railroad Sculpture
Project Boundary
Historic District Boundary
Restrooms
Bike Parking
Drinking Fountain
Park Shelter
Sundial/ Radial Feature
Basketball Court
Future Volleyball Court
Future Court
Railroad Sculpture
Mississippi River
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SITE ZONES

ZONE 1: AGE GROUP 5-12 YEARS

ZONE 2: AGE GROUP 2-5 YEARS

ZONE 3: NATURE-BASED PLAY YARD

SITE FEATURES

SITE AMENITIES
ZONE 1: AGE GROUP 5-12 YEARS
ZONE 1: AGE GROUP 5-12 YEARS

- Icarus Swing
- Swings
- Tight Rope
- Spirallo Sculptural Climber
ZONE 1: AGE GROUP 5-12 YEARS

Macro Spacenet
Cable Ride
Rock Sculpture
Horizontal Ladder
Double Slide
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ZONE 2: AGE GROUP 2-5 YEARS
ZONE 2: AGE GROUP 2-5 YEARS

Garden Seesaw
Nest Structures
Springers
Toddler Swings
Mushroom Steppers
Sand Scoopers
Sand Mini Studio
ZONE 3: NATURE BASED PLAY
ZONE 3: NATURE BASED PLAY

Log Steppers

Log Balance Beam

Willow Arch

Stone Stepper Path

Boulder Amphitheater
ZONE 3: NATURE BASED PLAY

- Contrabass Chimes
- Log Run
- Platform
- Loose Part Play Area
- Bridge and Raingarden Feature
- Imbarimba
- Boulder Seating
SITE AMENITIES AND ART FEATURES

- Park Shelter
- Remnant Stones
- Sundial/Radial Feature
- Rock Sculpture
- Basketball Court
- Volleyball Court (Future)
- Bike Parking/Water Fountain
- Railroad Sculpture
- Railroad Sculpture
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SITE AMENITIES

Basketball Court  Bike Parking  Drinking Fountain with pet bowl
ART FEATURES

Sundial / Radial Feature

Railroad Sculpture

Rock Sculpture

Stone

Remnant Stones
SITE VIEWS

Sundial / Sand Play Area
SITE VIEWS

Rock feature
SITE VIEWS

Shelter
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